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Mission
Bringing people closer to highly
and seamlessly designed,
affordable, energy efficient,
environment and user-friendly
kitchen appliances. 

Differentiation
A variety of colors per product
for the same prices. No hidden
cost to choose your preferences,
choose any color you want
without restrictions nor doubts. 

Besides offering our customers
excellent quality kitchen
appliances, we make sure to
provide them with all the
necessary services such as: fast
delivery, fast repair, and instant
installation.

Location
We are headquartered in Europe
with offices & distributors in the
Netherlands, Germany, Belgium
and Istanbul.
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We bring positive
feelings and luxury
to people's kitchens

Versatility

Sustainability

Happiness

We let people furnish their kitchens to
their tastes, with  the variety of colors
and designs we offer.

We design and get masterpieces from 
 reliable sources delicately for our 
 customers' satisfaction and
environment sustainability.  

We care about our customers'
cooking experience. Our products
and services are tailored for perfect
cooking.
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Your Source for High-Quality Kitchen Appliances

Transform any home kitchen into a culinary haven with Wiggo's
comprehensive range of kitchen appliances. Our selection includes built-in
ovens, hoods, hobs, cooling solutions, dishwashers, and standing ovens with
stoves, each offering exceptional performance, quality, and value.

At Wiggo, we prioritize the quality of our products and services, as well as our
commitment to providing exceptional customer service. Our appliances are
built with the latest technology, cutting-edge designs, and the highest
quality materials, ensuring durability and longevity. We are confident that
our appliances will exceed your customers' expectations and help your
business succeed.

Our built-in ovens offer sleek designs and advanced features, while our
hoods and hobs offer optimal ventilation and precise heat control. Our
cooling solutions are designed to keep ingredients fresh and organized, and
our dishwashers are efficient and easy to use. Our standing ovens with
stoves offer versatility and convenience, making them a popular choice for
any kitchen.

We believe that by working together, we can help your business grow and
thrive. Our team of experts is available to answer any questions and provide
ongoing support as needed, ensuring that your customers have a positive
experience from the initial purchase to long-term use.
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Upgrade Your Cooking Experience with
Wiggo's Luxury Built-In Ovens

Our built-in ovens come in a variety of sizes to fit any kitchen and lifestyle.
Whether you are a professional chef or a home cook, Wiggo's luxury

kitchen appliances has the perfect oven for you. From single ovens to
double ovens, you can choose the size and color that best fits your needs.
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Transform Your Kitchen with the Power
and Style of Wiggo's Luxury Hoods

Wiggo's luxury kitchen appliances offer hoods that combine elegant
design with powerful performance. Our hoods effectively remove smoke,

steam, and odors with powerful fans that offer adjustable fan speeds,
ensuring that your kitchen is always fresh and clean while maintaining

quiet operation for a seamless cooking experience.
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Experience Precision and Elegance with
Wiggo's Luxurious Built-In Hobs

Wiggo's luxurious built-in hobs that provide optimal cooking control and
efficiency. Our hobs are designed with intuitive touch controls and advanced
flame failure devices to ensure that cooking is easy and worry-free. Our hobs

feature a variety of cooking zones, including powerful wok burners, so you can
cook multiple dishes at once, you choose the number based on your needs. 
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Elevate Your Kitchen with Wiggo's Luxury
Refrigerators: Combining Style and Functionality

At Wiggo's, we know that a great refrigerator is the heart of any kitchen.
That's why we offer a wide range of luxury refrigerators that combine both

style and functionality, ensuring that your kitchen looks great while also
keeping your food fresh.
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Effortless Elegance: Wiggo's Luxury Standing
Ovens for Any Kitchen

At Wiggo's, we believe that your kitchen should reflect your personal style,
which is why our standing ovens offer an elegant and sophisticated look

that will take your kitchen to the next level. Whether you're going for a
classic, traditional look or a sleek, modern design, our standing ovens are

the perfect complement to any luxurious kitchen.
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Sleek and Functional: Discover Our Luxury
Dishwashers for Effortless Cleaning

Upgrade your kitchen and make dishwashing a breeze with Wiggo's range
of luxury dishwashers. Our combination of style and functionality will not

only elevate the look of your kitchen but also make your life easier.
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We look forward to hearing from you and
supporting your business. Thank you for your
partnership with Wiggo!

At Wiggo, we value our partnerships with retailers and distributors. We are
committed to providing exceptional service and support to our retail
partners. If you have any questions or concerns about our products or
partnership opportunities, please don't hesitate to get in touch with us.

Our sales team is dedicated to supporting our retail partners. We can help
you find the right products for your needs and provide you with pricing and
availability information. You can reach our sales team by email at
sales@wiggo.nl



Wiggo EMEA BV Lokkerdreef 37d
4879ND Etten-leur

+31 85 560 7166

Visit our website!

www.wiggo.eu


